Dudal distance learning system

User Guide
To Listen and Participate to a Webcast

On the day of the webcast, go to the link to a specific presentation, for example:
http://www.dudal.net/dudal/apps/jws/uiclient/?raft/test/20100401_0900

By clicking on it, you will launch the Dudal application which will then load the presentation.

If you don’t have a link and want to follow or replay a presentation, you can select it from the www.dudal.net website. Click on “Follow an educational session”.

Voulez-vous suivre un e-cours?
Cliquez ici

Voulez-vous émettre un e-cours?
Cliquez ici

To follow an educational session:
Click here

To webcast an educational session:
Click here
Then navigate in the list of presentations:

http://www.dudal.net/dudal/sessions

- Geneva Forum - Towards Global Access to Health
- HON
- HSet (Health Sciences e-Training)
- OESO-CME (UNESCO Chair for Distance Learning)
- RMEF (Réseau mère-enfant de la Francophonie)
- CMS (Organisation Mondiale de la Sante)
- RAFT (Réseau en Afrique Francophone pour la Télémedecine)
- UNFM (Université Numerique Francophone Mondiale)

You will be asked your name. This name is going to be used when you ask questions in the forum and will appear in the list of participants.
The slides of the presentation are then downloaded from the server. It is recommended that, when participating to a live session, you connect to the server a few minutes in advance, so that these slides, which can sometimes be quite large, are downloaded before the presentation starts. This is particularly important in situations where the bandwidth is limited.

If the presentation has already taken place or is currently taking place, it will start playing immediately. If it has not started yet, you will be placed in a waiting mode until it actually starts being webcast.

You may pause, move back and replay or move forwards using the various arrows:

You may also ask questions to the presenter by selecting “Ask a question”:
You can compose a message, with your name, a subject and a text, then click on “Send”:

![Message Composition](image1)

The message will be added to the presentation’s forum, so that everyone can see it. You may also look at other participants’ messages in the forum by selecting “Ask a question” then “Forum”.
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